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CLASSIC FUSION 

All Ceramic 

A collection of timeless must-have pieces with the Hublot insignia, the Classic 
Fusion now incorporates a black ceramic bracelet. Available in chronograph or 
three-hand date mode with a matt black or glossy blue dial, this unisex “Art of 
Fusion” icon has the laid-back style of a perfectly designed classic.  

The bracelet plays a major role in the look of a watch and is an essential design element, 
having perfect integration into the case and the high-tech materials used in the manufacture. 
Strong but lightweight black ceramic is used to create the case and bracelet in a unique fusion 
of technology and style that remains the secret of Hublot and its pioneering spirit. Almost 15 
years ago, it was one of the first to explore the exceptional properties of this hypoallergenic, 
imperishable, stainless material and to invent unique applications and processes.  

Today, the avant-garde spirit and desire for constant improvement that infuses every Hublot 
creation is revealed in the form of a new bracelet in ceramic zirconium oxide. Smart, robust, 
light and comfortable, it blends beautifully with the case, which is also made of high-tech 
ceramic. 

Technically advanced and with a natural look, this bracelet with a secure folding clasp is the 
perfect addition to the new Classic Fusion models. With its blue sunray or opaque black dial, 
chronograph or three-hand date functions, available in 45 or 42 mm diameter, the versatile 
elegance of this iconic collection makes it a contemporary classic.  

Emblematic of the first disruptive designs created by Hublot in the 1980s, the Classic Fusion 
embodies its signature concept – The Art of Fusion – born at a time when the brand was 
already breaking new ground by combining precious and industrial materials. Each of the six 
references presented on this new ceramic bracelet are equipped with a mechanical movement 
with an automatic self-winding frequency of 4 Hz, for an autonomy of 42 hours, with an 
oscillating weight in skeletonised tungsten visible through the screwed-down sapphire case 
back.  

The new must-have essential for the modern dandy.  
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CLASSIC FUSION CERAMIC INTEGRATED BLACK MAGIC BRACELET CHRONOGRAPH 

Reference   520.CM.1170.CM 
Diameter    45mm 
Thickness   13.05mm 
Water Resistance   5 ATM (50m) 
Case    Satin-finished and polished black ceramic 
Bezel    Satin-finished and polished black ceramic, with 6 H-shaped titanium screws 
Crystal    Sapphire with anti-reflective treatment 
Case back   Polished black ceramic with sapphire crystal 
Dial    Mat black 
Movement   HUB1143, self-winding chronograph movement 
Date    Window at 6.00 
Nb. of components   280 (59 jewels) 
Power reserve   42 hours 
Strap    Polished and satin-finished black ceramic bracelet 
   Black-plated stainless steel deployant buckle clasp 
 

CLASSIC FUSION CERAMIC INTEGRATED BLUE BRACELET CHRONOGRAPH 

Reference   520.CM.7170.CM 
Diameter    45mm 
Thickness   13.05mm 
Water Resistance   5 ATM (50m) 
Case    Satin-finished and polished black ceramic 
Bezel    Satin-finished and polished black ceramic, with 6 H-shaped titanium screws 
Crystal    Sapphire with anti-reflective treatment 
Case back    Polished black ceramic with sapphire crystal 
Dial    Satin-finished blue sunray  
Movement   HUB1143, self-winding chronograph movement 
Date    Window at 6.00 
Nb. of components   280 (59 jewels) 
Power reserve   42 hours 
Strap    Polished and satin-finished black ceramic bracelet 
   Black-plated stainless steel deployant buckle clasp 
 

CLASSIC FUSION CERAMIC INTEGRATED BLACK MAGIC BRACELET 45MM 

Reference   510.CM.1170.CM 
Diameter    45mm 
Thickness   10.95mm 
Water Resistance   5 ATM (50m) 
Case    Satin-finished and polished black ceramic 
Bezel    Satin-finished and polished black ceramic, with 6 H-shaped titanium screws 
Crystal    Sapphire with anti-reflective treatment 
Case back    Polished black ceramic with sapphire crystal 
Dial    Mat black 
Movement   HUB1112, self-winding movement 
Date    Window at 3.00 
Nb. of components   63 (25 jewels) 
Power reserve   42 hours 
Strap    Polished and satin-finished black ceramic bracelet 
   Black-plated stainless steel deployant buckle clasp 
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CLASSIC FUSION CERAMIC INTEGRATED BLUE BRACELET 45MM 

Reference   510.CM.7170.CM 
Diameter    45mm 
Thickness   10.95mm 
Water Resistance   5 ATM (50m) 
Case    Satin-finished and polished black ceramic 
Bezel    Satin-finished and polished black ceramic, with 6 H-shaped titanium screws 
Crystal    Sapphire with anti-reflective treatment 
Case back    Polished black ceramic with sapphire crystal 
Dial    Satin-finished blue sunray 
Movement   HUB1112, self-winding movement 
Date    Window at 3.00 
Nb. of components   63 (25 jewels) 
Power reserve   42 hours 
Strap    Polished and satin-finished black ceramic bracelet 
   Black-plated stainless steel deployant buckle clasp 
 

CLASSIC FUSION CERAMIC INTEGRATED BLACK MAGIC BRACELET 42MM 

Reference   548.CM.1170.CM 
Diameter    42mm 
Thickness   10.40mm 
Water Resistance   5 ATM (50m) 
Case    Satin-finished and polished black ceramic 
Bezel    Satin-finished and polished black ceramic, with 6 H-shaped titanium screws 
Crystal    Sapphire with anti-reflective treatment 
Case back   Polished black ceramic with sapphire crystal 
Dial    Mat black 
Movement   HUB1110, self-winding movement 
Date    Window at 3.00 
Nb. of components   63 (25 jewels) 
Power reserve   42 hours 
Strap    Polished and satin-finished black ceramic bracelet 
   Black-plated titanium deployant buckle clasp 
 

CLASSIC FUSION CERAMIC INTEGRATED BLUE BRACELET 42MM 

Reference   548.CM.7170.CM  
Diameter    42mm 
Thickness   10.40mm 
Water Resistance   5 ATM (50m) 
Case    Satin-finished and polished black ceramic 
Bezel    Satin-finished and polished black ceramic, with 6 H-shaped titanium screws 
Crystal    Sapphire with anti-reflective treatment 
Case back   Polished black ceramic with sapphire crystal 
Dial    Satin-finished blue sunray  
Movement   HUB1110, self-winding movement 
Date    Window at 3.00 
Nb. of components   63 (25 jewels) 
Power reserve   42 hours 
Strap    Polished and satin-finished black ceramic bracelet 
   Black-plated titanium deployant buckle clasp 
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